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Changes in regulations

• Brokers’ Stock Ratings Distributions and the Returns from their Stock Recommendations: Evidence post-NASD Rule 2711 (with Chih-ying Chen)

• Lease Characteristics, Agency Costs, and Tax Considerations (with Gerald Lobo and Kevin Ow Yong)

• Conflict of Interests Disclosures and the Profitability of Stock Recommendations (with Chih-ying Chen)
International studies

• Financial reporting quality of Chinese reverse merger firms: the reverse merger effect or the weak country effect? Forthcoming *The Accounting Review* September 2016
Corporate social responsibility

• Capital Market Reactions to Corporate Donations (with Frank Schiemann)

• The reputation recovery effects of CSR reports (with Wei Chuan Kuo)
Intangible assets

- The Determinants and Consequences of SEC Comment Letters on Goodwill impairment (with Vincent Chen and Xuejiao Liu)

- Valuation implication of R&D tax credit (with Terry Shevlin and Weichuan Kao)
Behavioral studies

- Investor Sentiment and the Market Valuation Implications of Accounting Information

- Do family firms make more optimistic forecasts? (with Xia Chen) *Journal of Accounting and Auditing Studies* June 2015